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This manual is designed for use with hosts in the
Weekend Miracles program. It is designed for
the Los Angeles program, and can be modified to a local
context for another jurisdiction as needed. The basic
principals of the Weekend Miracles program should apply.
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY
The County of Los Angeles has the largest number of children receiving child welfare service in the
United States. As of March 2016 over 34,000 children were receiving services. Of those children,
          

Dear Host Family,

almost 18,000 are living in out-of-home placement, and half of those children are living in foster
families, group homes or residential facilities. Many of these children have been moved from foster
home to foster home without a mom or dad to call their own. This experience can be devastating to a
child. In Los Angeles County, over 500 children are waiting to be adopted. Over 85 percent of Los

Welcome aboard! We are so pleased that you have chosen to participate in Kidsave’s Los Angeles
Weekend Miracles Program, which puts a personal face on the many overlooked and forgotten older
children growing up in foster care in Los Angeles County.

Angeles County foster youth are African American or Hispanic, and over 40 percent are age ten and
older. They may have medical, educational, or emotional needs.

Kidsave’s Weekend Miracles Program is a unique and important partnership between Kidsave and
the County of Los Angeles Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS). The program
unites the public and private sectors in efforts to help older foster youth find permanent families and
lasting connections. The primary role of a Host Family is to advocate for their host child to find him
or her a permanent family. There will be no pressure for you to adopt the child you host. We
simply ask for your commitment and support to allow the youth the opportunity to get to know you,
and to meet other adults in the community who may want to provide permanency. This is an
amazing opportunity for the youth: this is likely the first time these youth will have someone in their
lives who is not being paid to spend time with them.

WHY KIDS NEED PERMANENCY

This Host Family Handbook will function as a reference guide to help you know what to expect, and
what is expected of you as a host. It also provides you with a wealth of information to help you
prepare for being a host, and to keep you informed of the resources available to you along the way.

Casey Foundation reports that teenagers leaving foster care face unique challenges, even relative to

Please understand that Kidsave is not an adoption agency. It is a non-profit 501(c) (3) charitable
organization that works to find families for older children growing up in orphanages and foster care. If
you decide to adopt your host child, Kidsave will provide you with information about agencies that can
assist you in the adoption process.
We look forward to working with you. We thank you for your commitment and know that your
participation in the Weekend Miracles program will be one of the most unique and meaningful
experiences of your life.
Sincerely,

Foster parents and residential facilities staff do their best, but they usually cannot provide the one basic
element that is crucial for a child – a lasting connection to a caring adult. A child without a parent
misses so much of what other children take for granted: someone to help with school work, to praise an
accomplishment, to celebrate a birthday – a place to call home.
Children who grow up without the nurturing and attention of a parent are less likely to do well in school,
and are more likely to have growth delays, learning disabilities, and psychological problems. The Jim
other groups of teenagers who are commonly termed “at risk.” Studies have demonstrated that among
American children who age out of foster care:
•   46% do not finish high school;
•   40% will spend early adulthood on welfare;
•   25% will become homeless or will be sent to jail within two years of emancipation; and
•   50% of all female foster youth will become pregnant by 19.
For this population, risk of criminal behavior is high. What a child loses by not growing up in a family
is devastating. The good news is that adoption can make a dramatic difference in a child’s life.
Children adopted from foster care have significant obstacles to overcome, and new people they must
learn to trust. This can be challenging work, but it can result in a strong family bond -- and a child

Lauren Reicher-Gordon
Vice President and Director Family Visit Programs
Kidsave International

whose potential has a chance to be realized.
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The mission of Kidsave International® (“Kidsave”), a nonprofit corporation, is to create change so

adults in the community, by allowing them to meet the youth at events -- without first being licensed or

forgotten older orphanage and foster kids grow up in families and connected to caring adults. Kidsave's

certified to foster or adopt. Additionally, host families only have to commit to two visits a month for at

philosophy is that every child needs a family. To that end, Kidsave has built a family visit model

least one year. This level of commitment is less intimidating for both youth and adults. The program is

designed to serve children who need adoptive parents and lasting connections. Since 1999, over 5,549

open to youth who are ambivalent about adoption. Hosts and the youth get to know each other at their

children have been touched by Kidsave’s family visit programs worldwide. Over 83 percent of the

own pace, without the pressure of adoption looming over them. The program creates more avenues for

children who have participated in Kidsave’s Summer Miracles Program either have been adopted or

child-specific advocacy with host families reaching out to their networks, local media, and community

have families pursuing their adoption. As of 2016, the Weekend Miracles program has served 225 older

to advocate for their host child. Hosting enables families to see beyond what the youth looks like “on

foster youth in Los Angeles County. Seventy-five percent of these youth have achieved (or are in

paper.”

Kidsave’s Weekend Miracles program works for a variety of reasons. It opens the door wider to more

KIDSAVE HISTORY

process of achieving) legal permanency, or have found a lifelong connection through the program.
WHO ARE THE YOUTH?
KIDSAVE WEEKEND MIRACLES

Youth in foster care are removed from their birth family frequently because of abuse and neglect.

In 2005 Kidsave entered into a partnership with the County of Los Angeles County Department of

Problems in their birth families such as domestic violence, substance abuse, physical or sexual abuse,

Children and Family Services (DCFS) to find permanent families for older Los Angeles County foster

neglect, mental health issues, homelessness, and lack of family and community support often make it

youth (ages 9-17). Kidsave Weekend Miracles provides foster youth who have the goal of adoption,

difficult for the birth family to meet their child’s needs. Youth who participate in Kidsave’s Weekend

with the opportunity to spend weekends with host families who will help advocate for permanency.

Miracles program come from families who were unable to resolve their problems; reunification services

Some of the youth participating in the program are not open to the idea of adoption. In this case,

for parent and child have been terminated. Youth in the Weekend Miracles program have typically been

Kidsave’s goal is to help them to consider adoption as a possibility, or at the very least, connect them to

in foster care for an average of six years and have had an average of eight placements. These youth

a host family who will act as a lasting connection and source of support.

need families who will commit to them permanently and become lasting connections.

Kidsave's Weekend Miracles Program is dedicated to: (1) providing older youth growing up in foster

Youth who have the ability to have a positive family experience are considered for participation in

care with the opportunity to experience family life; (2) introducing the youth to families who might be

Kidsave Weekend Miracles. The program is designed to give all young people a chance to have a

interested in adoption or creating a lasting connection; and (3) building community awareness of the

family, even teens who think they do not want to be adopted. DCFS works collaboratively with Kidsave

need that older foster youth have for permanent connections.

staff to determine whether participation is in the best interest of the youth.

Kidsave Weekend Miracles operates under the premise that: (1) every child needs a family, no matter

Kidsave Weekend Miracles youth:

how old that child is; and (2) an appropriate family exists for every child. The ultimate goal of the
program is to find an adoptive family or a permanent connection with a stable adult for every child in
the program. Participation in the Weekend Miracles program is voluntary for all youth.
WHY THE PROGRAM WORKS

2
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Have no stable adult connection
Have a current plan for adoption – family reunification is terminated
Ages 9-17
Are able and willing to function in a family setting
Can live out of Los Angeles County but close enough geographically to participate in
activities
•   Live in foster families, group homes or residential facilities
•   Are open to adoption, guardianship, or a connection
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
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Some of the youth may have siblings in the foster care system who they may or may not be living with,

  

bowling, scavenger hunts, cooking, arts & crafts and more. Events are typically about 3 hours long;

and who may not be referred for the program. If the goal is for the siblings to remain together for

food is always provided. They are supervised by DCFS and Kidsave staff. Monthly events alternate

adoption, the host’s role would be to advocate for a family for all siblings.

between Open and Strategic.

Children are referred to the program by a social worker on their team who feels the youth would benefit

Open Events. Open events are large (about 75-100 adults and 25-35 youth) and are open to the

from participation in the program. Youth may also be referred by a CASA worker or other advocate.

community. Attendance at an orientation is mandatory prior to attending an event. At the open events

The children are prepared for the program by their social worker using the Kidsave Youth Orientation

the activities are conducted in small groups; the youth rotate to the different groups to allow them to

Booklet.

meet more adults and vice versa.
At the end of every Open event, youth and prospective hosts complete a post-event evaluation form,
which includes a question asking who they would like to get to know better. Kidsave will use the

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO HOST?

information from the youth and family’s form to help determine who will attend future smaller Strategic

A host family is a volunteer (a single person, couple, or family with/without children) who commits to

events together. If a youth has not written a family’s name down on their form that does not mean they

spending time with a youth a minimum of two days each month for one year. The host family’s main
role is to help the youth they are hosting find an adoptive family or a lasting connection. A host family
is approved to take a youth into their home on the weekends. The host family introduces the youth to
the network of people they know. One of the host family’s responsibilities is to transport their host child
to the monthly events. They may also support the youth’s academic needs, life skills and transitions.
Ideally a relationship will continue beyond the one-year period, with the host supporting the youth on an
ongoing basis, or helping the youth make the transition to permanency if an adoptive family has been

are not open to spending more time with that family. For some youth and adults, connections are made
at the first event, while for others it can take several months or longer.
Kidsave staff follow up with each family after each event to discuss their experience and prospective
matches. At the events Kidsave staff actively work to connect youth with adults, and may facilitate
specific matches after getting to know the families and youth.

identified.

Once a prospective host is approved to drive they will have the opportunity to spend additional time

During the one-year period, the host family creates opportunities for the youth to meet as many potential

other in a relaxed one-on-one environment.

with the youth by transporting them to events. These car rides can be a great way to get to know each

families as possible. Some host families participate in the Weekend Miracles program with the hope of
meeting a youth and moving on to adoption.

Strategic Events. Strategic events are smaller; they are designed to build on established connections

WHERE DO YOU MEET THE YOUTH?

allow youth and prospective hosts to spend more one-on-one time together.

that began at prior Open events. They typically include 25- 35 adults and 10-15 youth. Strategic events

Connections between foster youth and interested families happen at Kidsave Weekend Miracles monthly
events. Events are also designed to increase public awareness and advocate for the youth in the
community. Events are youth-centered, interactive, fun and engaging. They provide an opportunity for
youth and prospective host and adoptive families to get to know each other. Event activities include

WHAT IS THE PROCESS FOR BECOMING A HOST?
There are several requirements that must be completed before a family or individual can become a host.
The process takes approximately 3 - 6 months, depending on how quickly you move through the
required steps. During the process you have the opportunity to attend weekend events and meet and get

4
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Application Packet
You will begin by completing the host application packet, which includes the host application, legal

participation. However, it is important that both of you are equally invested in committing to the

one person to be more interested in the idea of hosting a child, or to provide the momentum for

to know participating foster youth.

forms and waivers, live scan(s), CPR/First Aid, TB test(s), and driving documents (valid license and

program and your child, and are informed and prepared to host.
In-Home Assessment

proof of insurance).

Once all application components are submitted, the information will be forwarded to DCFS. DCFS will
Financial Requirement

then assign a DCFS liaison (social worker) to complete your in-home assessment. You can expect to

You will be responsible for paying the cost of a TB test for anyone in your household age 3 and up and

have your home visit completed and assessment approved within approximately 7 weeks. The more

CPR/First Aid class. If you are assigned to work with a foster family agency, you will be responsible

flexible your schedule, the quicker the assessment will be completed. Ultimately is it the decision of the

for the cost of clearances. Once hosting begins you will be responsible for the cost of food, transporting

DCFS Supervisor whether you will be approved to host.

the child to events, and any activities you participate in with your host child.
Weekend Host and Day Host
Training

There are two kinds of hosts: Weekend Hosts and a Day Hosts. A Weekend Host is either licensed by

Hosting a child is an incredibly rewarding experience. It can also be difficult and challenging; it

DCFS, or certified with a dually licensed foster family agency. Being licensed or certified means that

requires a great deal of commitment, energy and understanding. Your time together is too long to

the host can be approved to have their host child spend overnight visits with them for the entire

simply “manage” and too short to become an “official” parent, but parent you must. The child you host

weekend. A Day Host is not licensed or certified; therefore, a Day Host is not approved to have their

will not simply be a “guest.” He or she will come to you with their history and struggles in their suitcase.

host child spend overnights in their home. Permission for overnight visits can be given by the youth’s
caregiver using the Prudent Parent law, once the child and the host get to know each other.

The most important part of your job as a host family will be to provide a safe, structured, and nurturing
home for your host child. If you are aware of some of the typical challenges and behaviors to expect,

HOW ARE YOU MATCHED WITH A YOUTH?

you will be better equipped to handle them and feel a greater sense of control, giving you time to enjoy

Hosting matches are based on the connections formed between the youth and adult at events. Kidsave

the experience and have some fun.

staff and DCFS social workers work together to make the best possible match for both the family and
the youth. Multiple factors are considered when determining whether a specific host family is a good

To be best prepared for the hosting experience, all participating families are required to complete 12

match for a youth. First, does a family have the skill to support this youth successfully during the

hours of host family training, which is facilitated by a licensed social worker. Additionally, you will be

weekends? On a short term basis does the family have the capacity to fit the youth into their lifestyle and

required to complete Kidsave’s two-hour Program and Advocacy Training. Those who have already

accommodate his/her needs? Is the family willing to alter their weekend routine?

completed or are in the process of completing MAPP training (required by Los Angeles County DCFS
or other eligible training through a dually licensed FFA) will only need to participate in Kidsave’s twohour Program & Advocacy Training. Proof of completion will be required.
During the training families will learn what to expect from the hosting experience, and will gain access
to a variety of resources to support them in their role as a host family. If you are in a relationship and
are hosting together, it is mandatory that you both complete the required training. It is not unusual for
6
12

Additional information is gathered in selecting an appropriate family for a youth. Information regarding
hobbies, interests and recreational activities are not the most important factor in the matching process;
however, shared interests are a good basis for a relationship. The goal of a good match is for both the
host family and the youth to have a rewarding experience from the weekend visits. With this goal in
mind, the team reviews the child’s current behavior, history, and needs as well as the potential host
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family’s profile. Matches are approved based on the adult’s ability to meet the youth’s specific needs,
their parenting skills, and the preferences they express during the home assessment with the DCFS
social worker.
Prior to moving forward with a hosting match, Kidsave staff reviews a youth’s program referral with
their prospective host family, and can address any questions or concerns. Typically, hosting matches do
not occur until a prospective host and youth have spent time together at three events and share a mutual
connection. The youth’s voice is critical in determining the hosting match.
Once a prospective host commits to moving forward, the youth’s social worker is informed about the
potential match. Either the youth’s social worker or Kidsave staff informs the youth of the prospective
match, and confirms that the youth is open to being matched with the family. If the youth agrees to the
match, an introductory meeting is scheduled.
If a host family decides to adopt, the adoption home study can be completed by DCFS, or a dually

  

!  
!  
!  
!  

How he/she relates to peers
Type of family best fit for the child
Religious, language, and cultural preferences
Information on significant relationships

INTRODUCTORY MEETING
The goal of the introductory meeting is that all parties understand the roles and responsibilities of the
hosting relationship. Parties must include the youth, host family, caregiver, Kidsave staff, and the
youth’s social worker (adoption worker or primary worker). Anyone else who is a part of the youth’s
team is welcome. The meeting takes place at the youth’s placement -- whether a group home, foster
home or residential center. It is an opportunity for the Host to get off on the right foot with caregivers.
Host families should be seen as a valuable member of the youth’s team. Best methods to arrange visits
and communication are discussed. Once the introductory meeting takes place, weekend visits will be
scheduled by the youth’s caregiver and the Host.

licensed Foster Family Agency (FFA).
ONCE A HOST IS MATCHED
INFORMATION SHARING

The host family’s first responsibility is to get to know the child. This will occur during the first few

Due to confidentiality there is certain information that Kidsave is unable to disclose relating to a youth’s

months as they spend time together.

history. Kidsave can involve the youth’s social worker in speaking with a prospective host family, if

relationship and trust. Once the host and child get to know each other, advocacy for the child can begin.

During this time host families should focus on building a

requested.
Host families will need to interact with the child’s caregiver to ensure smooth transitions, manage
Information that Kidsave
can share with the Host family
!  
!  
!  
!  
!  
!  
!  
!  
!  
!  

Information that Kidsave
cannot share with the Host family

Behavioral challenges
Reason for why the child came into care
Siblings and their status
Placement history
Physical and mental health
needs, including medication
School status and performance in school
Types of discipline that is effective
Child’s daily/weekly routine
Hobbies/interests
Fears and triggers

!   Birth family history
!   Psychological, psychiatric reports
!   Details of abuse/neglect history

activities during the weekends. Hosts need to maintain contact with the caregiver to coordinate visits
with their host child.
Host families will spend the first few visits getting to know their host child prior to beginning advocacy
activities. These visits should be low-key, but child-centered. The host family should provide down
time for themselves and the child so that the child becomes comfortable with the family.
THE YOUTH’S TEAM
There are many members of a youth’s team. Once a host is matched with their host child, the host
becomes the newest member of the team. The host will need to be familiar with the role that each team

8
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situations where questions or challenges emerge, and may also support the child’s academic needs and
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DCFS STAFF AND SOCIAL WORKERS

member plays in the youth’s life.
The children in the Weekend Miracles program have many people working on their behalf to achieve
permanency, ensure they are safe, and have the services they need. The following individuals are
involved in the Weekend Miracles program:
•

Foster Family/Group Home or Residential Facility Staff

•

DCFS Social Workers (Primary Case Worker, Adoption Social Worker, Recruitment
Social Worker, Permanency Planning Partner Social Worker

•

Foster Family Agency (FFA) Social Worker (if youth’s caregiver is certified with an
FFA)

•

Kidsave Staff

•

Host Family

•

Advocates

The following individuals are also working for the child, but are not directly involved in Weekend
Miracles:
•

School personnel

•

Therapists

•

Judges

•

Child’s attorney

•

CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates)

FOSTER PARENT(S), GROUP HOME AND RESIDENTIAL STAFF
About half of all youth referred to Kidsave are living with foster parents. The other half live in group
homes or residential treatment facilities. Foster parents and the staff of residential facilities have daily
knowledge of the children, including likes and dislikes, behaviors, and personality. They have ongoing
responsibility for the child’s safety, education, and well-being, along with an ongoing commitment to
the child until she or he moves into a permanent family or placement. They are a vital source of
information for helping the Kidsave Los Angeles Weekend Miracles team. Their recommendations
regarding discipline, medications, likes and dislikes of the child are valued and supported.

The majority of the children in the program have an Adoption Social Worker (ACSW) who prepares
them for the program, and helps facilitate the adoptive placement and the adoption finalization. Other
children in the program may have a Permanency Planning Partner (P3 worker). The P3 worker seeks to
locate meaningful connections from the child’s past and present -- with the ultimate goal of achieving
permanency. Both the ACSW and P3 worker may provide support to the host throughout the match.
Every child has a primary social worker (CSW) who facilitates support and placement services. Your
host child’s primary social worker may also be involved in Weekend Miracles program and provide
support to you.
FOSTER FAMILY AGENCY PARTNERS
Foster family agencies (FFAs) provide management and supervision of approximately 35 percent of the
children in Los Angeles County’s foster homes. Some of the youth live in FFAs. The FFAs will be
responsible for assisting with the child’s transition to the host family, and can complete the adoption
home studies for adopting families, if requested.
KIDSAVE STAFF
Kidsave staff manages the implementation of direct service operations of Kidsave’s Los Angeles
Weekend Miracles Program, including recruiting and training the host families and advocates. They are
the liaison between the agency social workers and the host families. The Kidsave program manager
oversees the activities and weekly reports of host families. The manager is aware of all planned
activities and weekend events.
HOST FAMILY
The host is an adult who volunteers to spend time with a child who is participating in Kidsave’s
Weekend Miracles program. The host invites the child into their home for weekends, and supports the
child’s routine of homework, physical activities, etc. The host also commits to helping the child find a
permanent family by introducing the child to the network of people they know, and by participating in
Kidsave’s family recruitment activities. They commit to spending a minimum of two days a month for a
minimum period of one year with the child.
ADVOCATES
Advocates are volunteers who speak to community members and other adults or groups in the
community on behalf of a child (or children) in foster care who is/are available for adoption in an effort

16
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Kidsave’s Weekend Miracles program including the child’s personal needs for an adoptive family. The

and computer? (These are examples of questions the family should start to think about. This should be

advocate forms ties with the host family to support them and initiate ideas with the host family on ways

expanded as necessary to cover important topics).

to identify an appropriate adoptive family for the child(ren). An advocate learns about a specific child in

What are the rules regarding food and access to the kitchen? What are the limits about phone, television

to enhance the opportunity for an adoptive family to be identified.
Personal Property -- Many of these youth have little or no concept of personal property. The youth
SCHOOL PERSONNEL

may be curious and may look through your drawers and cabinets. Be sure to communicate with the

These include teachers, school administrators and others who support the youth in academics.

youth that they need to ask before investigating other people’s things. Be sure to put away anything that
you (or your children if applicable) would prefer to keep ‘off limits’ to your host child.

THERAPIST
The therapist’s input is helpful in gauging how the child will react to certain family recruitment
activities. Therapists help the child cope with transitions; they are imperative in the permanency
process. In conjunction with the foster parent, the therapist’s recommendations are helpful in planning
appropriate activities for the child and assisting in permanency planning. Children who participate in
Kidsave’s Weekend Miracles program will continue to maintain their relationship with their individual

Bedwetting – Can occur when youth are in unfamiliar surroundings.

An accident may cause

embarrassment (some even try to hide it). It is a good idea to plan ahead and put a plastic mattress pad
on the bed the child will sleep in, and have some extra sets of sheets on hand.
Communication - Maintain communication with the child’s caregiver. The child’s caregiver is a source

therapists.

of information on what the child does and does not like.

JUDGES

Introductions - Host families should also talk with the child about how they would like to be introduced

Judges reside over the youth’s court appointments. The youth attend court approximately every 6

to host’s friends, family and colleagues. When discussing this, follow the child’s lead; some children

months to address needs they have.

may be comfortable openly sharing their experiences, while others may not.

In addition to the roles that have already been discussed, there is additional support staff and individuals

Background - Host families should always be respectful of the youth’s feelings and background.

who are typically involved in the lives of these children. These include CASA (Court Appointed
Special Advocates).

With the goal of permanency, each team member brings a vast amount of

knowledge and experience regarding the same child. The sharing of this information is important in
matching the child with the appropriate host family, and preparing the child for new endeavors.

Photo album - Host families should create a photo album with their host child that includes photos of
their time spent together, activities, places that they visit, new friends met, etc.
Youth’s bedroom - If hosting overnight, prepare a room for the youth. Do you have a nightlight? Be
sure the youth knows where the restroom is. Be sure the youth is comfortable with your pets.

PREPARING FOR HOME VISITS
Food - We ask you to limit junk food and soda. Given the choice, most children would opt for candy
versus fruit; or Coke instead of juice, but use your judgement to provide healthy choices.
List of Routines – Prior to your host child’s first visit to your home, prepare a list of household routines

Toiletries and Hygiene – We recommend purchasing personal items such as a toothbrush, toothpaste,
and shampoo. Stick with the basics. Depending on the age and sex of the child, you may need to have
products in the event that your host child has a menstrual cycle during the visit.

to review with them (e.g., shoes off inside, no eating in bedrooms, dishes in the dishwasher, no cussing).
12
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together. Your host child can never be left alone.

Host families will complete and submit a Host Family Weekend Report after each weekend visit. Host

Supervision - No other person can supervise or be responsible for your host child during your visits

WEEKEND REPORTS
Family Weekend Reports are a standard form and can be submitted online via Kidsave’s website
(www.kidsave.org). The report allows descriptions of positive and challenging aspects of the child and

HOST FAMILY CODE OF CONDUCT

the weekend, outreach conducted, advocate’s activities, and ideas for community activities to help

The County of Los Angeles Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) is entrusting the child

attract potential adoptive families. Kidsave staff will share and review the reports with the child’s team.

to the host family’s care. Hosts must:
•   Abide by the Host Family Agreement.

VACATION/SCHOOL BREAK POLICY

•   Serve as a responsible parent at all times and treat the youth as an equal family

Out of town vacations: After you have spent time together in your hosting relationship, you may wish to
invite your host child to join you on a vacation, or with you out of town to celebrate a holiday. Family

member.
•   Ensure that while the youth is in the care of a host family, the youth does not
consume drugs or alcohol, or participate in any dangerous activities.
•   Engage others in a way that is in the best interests of the youth.
•   Participate in debriefing after each weekend visit – by completing an online Host
Family Weekend Report.

vacations are permitted during hosting. Host families must first request permission from the youth’s
social worker, and may need to obtain permission from the court. The foster parent must also be
informed and supportive. Kidsave staff can assist with your request.
School breaks: You may wish to have your host child spend time with you in your home for an
extended period during their breaks from school. Before discussing this with your host child, you must

•   Respond to phone follow up with the Kidsave Weekend Miracles staff.
•   Respect the youth’s boundaries and follow the rules of confidentiality.
•   Defer to the social worker regarding the youth’s specific needs and information
regarding becoming an adoptive family.
•   Mention the youth’s desire for an adoptive family at every opportunity (please do not
make pleas or cases for adoption in front of the youth).
•   Work collaboratively with the foster parent, group home, treatment facility, Kidsave,
and DCFS staff to bring awareness to the community of the need for more adoptive
parents for the youth being hosted.

first contact their social worker for approval. The foster family must also be informed and supportive of
the idea.
EMERGENCIES
Should the Weekend Miracles child participant exhibit behavioral problems or health emergencies
during a weekend, host families should:
•   Call 911 if the child is endangering himself/herself or others.
•   Have medical form consent/release/MediCal cards for the weekend, so the host
family can take the child to the doctor/hospital in emergency.
•   Call the caregiver if a behavioral issue arises, or the child becomes sick and needs

•   Use disciplinary strategies determined appropriate by DCFS. These strategies will be
shared with the host family during the training program. The host family will not use
corporal punishment at any time.

medications or any non-invasive medical attention.
•   Invasive medical care cannot be given without the consent of the court. Call the child
abuse hotline at 1-800-540-4000 for permission.
Please note that host families are mandated to report a child’s disclosure of current abuse or any
potential risk of abuse to DCFS. Kidsave has a written procedure to report disclosure, suspicions or
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Child Protection Hotline at (800) 540-4000 to report the disclosure, allegation or suspicion and to inform

thinks the host family can best help him/her. It is also important to provide the child with descriptions

the Director of Weekend Miracles, who then advises the responsible DCFS authority.

of different opportunities where they can meet and interact with other families.

CONFIDENTIALITY COMMITMENT

Recruitment activities can include the following:

allegations of child abuse. For Weekend Miracles, the procedure is to immediately call LA County’s

It is recommended that the host family have an initial conversation with the child about how the child

Maintaining the confidentiality of our program participants is our commitment. Kidsave draws from the
rich resources of communities, where families may participate in the program with their friends,

Events

neighbors, members of their church or synagogue, or sports or service organization. We recognize the
obligation to maintain your right to privacy and confidentiality, as well as confidentiality for the children
in the program. It is for this reason that we require host families, staff, interns, and volunteers to sign a
confidentiality agreement. There is a great deal of personal information that families are informed about
the child they are hosting. All hosts are asked to maintain the privacy of the child in regards to personal

!  
!  
!  
!  
!  

details about the child’s history, biological family, and their place of residence.
“HOLDING” A CHILD

!  

Kidsave staff, in cooperation with DCFS officials, identify children to participate in the Weekend

!  

Miracles program. Within reason, we have the right to refuse participation to certain youth if we do not
feel confident in their ability to succeed in the program. Essentially, we do have the right to identify

!  

children for you to host. We do not, however, have the right nor the authority to “hold” children for
adoption by their host families, or any other interested family. If you wish to adopt your host child or a

!  

child you meet through the program, you will need to be licensed by DCFS or certified by a dually
licensed foster family agency.

!  

Block parties
Barbeques
Dinner Parties
Bowling parties
Volunteer activities
(i.e., helping the
elderly, leaf raking,
etc.)
Movies, theater and
concerts
Meet friends at
community activities
Take the child to
work with you, or to
an employee party
Soccer games,
basketball and
baseball games
Hikes, group bike
rides

Written Notices

Speaking Out

!   Job newsletter or email
!   E-mail messages to
family, friends, and
co-workers
!   Church bulletin inserts
!   Social or civic group
newsletters
!   Get a local reporter to
cover the story (get
DCFS prior approval)
!   Give friends a copy of
the “Best Practices in
Advocating” flyer, and
talk with them about
responsible ways of
advocating while being
respectful of the child’s
feelings and
background

!   Offer personal testimonials
about hosting a child over the
weekend
!   Invite persons/families from
your church, civic and social
organizations to interact with
the child at recruitment
activities, and introduce the
child to potential adoptive
families as they engage in
these activities
!   Prepare groups that you think
might have an interest in the
child BEFORE the child
attends a group meeting. For
example, inform your church
group (on a Sunday that your
child is not with you) that he
or she will be attending
church with you the following
week. Ask the group to be
respectful of the child’s
privacy, but encourage them
to be warm and welcoming

ADVOCATING TO FIND YOUR HOST CHILD AN ADOPTIVE FAMILY
If the child is open, hosts help a child find an adoptive family by introducing the child to their network
of friends, engaging their personal networks, arranging activities, and taking the child to activities in
their community and events sponsored by Kidsave Weekend Miracles.

VISITING FAMILIES
Local and out-of-town families who are interested in meeting children are welcome to come to

Hosts invite persons/families from their church, synagogue, civic and social organizations to interact

supervised Kidsave Weekend Miracles events to do so. This is an opportunity for families to meet the

with the child at recruitment activities, and introduce the child to potential adoptive families as they

children in person. The Kidsave Weekend Miracles Program Manager will function as the “point

engage in these activities.

person” for visiting families.
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The host’s role is to introduce their host child to as many people as possible during visits, in hopes that

prospective families for youth in need of adoptive families.

Visiting families are one of the contributing factors to the success of the Weekend Miracles program.

prompted by a one-on-one visit. Small gatherings also provide the opportunity to introduce and recruit

they will find a permanent family. That goal must always remain at the forefront of the host family’s
and the community’s efforts, but not at the expense of the child. The visiting family protocols are
designed to minimize stress and trauma to the child and host family.

Small gatherings:
•   Should be organized by the host family or Kidsave staff
•   Must include the host family

There are two types of “visiting families.” The first group would be those that are simply interested in

•   Can include a special friend or friends of the child

Kidsave’s mission and attend the event as an opportunity to meet the children, experience the program,

•   Include the children of the host family and/or the children of the visiting family

and put a face to the children in foster care. The participation of these individuals is invaluable, as they

•   Should be centered around a fun activity as a prop to avoid direct focus on the child

will inevitably be touched by the children, spread the word, and become advocates. Sometimes miracles

•   Cannot include personal questions regarding circumstances or history of the

happen and they, too, find themselves contemplating volunteering, hosting, or adoption.

child(ren)
•   Cannot include any discussion of adoption

The second group of visiting families will be those that may be interested in adoption and come to the

•   Should not include two families interested in the same child at the same time

events to meet the children, in hopes that they find a child that they may be interested in adopting. All

•   Visiting families cannot bring gifts - the interaction must be centered on the

visiting families must be screened with the Weekend Miracles program, and must attend an orientation
prior to attending an event.

relationship vs. material goods
•   If visiting families want to give something, they can provide food, snacks, and/or the
projects/entertainment for the small gathering

Visiting families may not have unsupervised visits with the children. DCFS staff must be informed of
all scheduled visits by visiting families. These visits must not be arranged without DCFS staff’s
knowledge.

Host families CAN share with others:
•   Their experiences in hosting the child in their home
•   The child’s likes and dislikes

Visiting families who are interested in meeting a particular child have the following options:

•   The child’s behavior in the home

•   Attend a weekend Open event.

•   Impressions of the child’s personality

•   Attend a weekend Strategic event.

•   The child’s interaction with siblings, or others in the home

•   Attend small gatherings to spend some supervised time with a child they are

•   The child’s interactions with pets/animals

interested in.
•   Visit the host family’s home where the child feels safe and the visiting family can be
introduced as a friend of the host family.

•   The child’s grade in school
•   The child’s family composition (if the child is a part of a sibling set)
•   Where the child is currently living (foster home, group home, or residential facility)
•   How the child is feeling about adoption

Small Gatherings
Small gatherings are informal events/get-togethers designed to create an opportunity for a family to visit
with and get to know a particular child, yet minimize the discomfort and/or expectations that could be
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Host families CANNOT share with others:
•   Identifying information about the child’s family or prior caregivers
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•   Information about child’s background (details about abuse history)
•   Information about the child’s placement history

Culver City, CA 90230
Email: lauren@kidsave.org,
Office phone: (310) 642-7283
Cell (310) 413-1048

•   The child’s legal information other than adoptability information
•   The child’s medical information
•   The child’s psychological evaluations or diagnoses
•   Anything that the child discloses in confidence*
•   The child’s last name
•   The specifics of where the child is living

Jessica Prescott, Assistant Manager, Weekend Miracles Program
Kidsave
100 Corporate Pointe Suite 380
Culver City, CA 90230
Email: jessicap@kidsave.org,
at 1-888-KIDSAVE or (310)-642-7283.

ENDING THE HOSTING RELATIONSHIP

Co-Founders

In rare situations a family may need to discontinue the hosting relationship, or a youth may request an

Randi Thompson, Executive Director
Kidsave
100 Corporate Pointe Suite 380
Culver City, CA 90230
randi@kidsave.org or (310) 642-7283

end to the relationship prior to the one-year period required hosting period. In these situations, a
suitable exit plan must be based around the needs of the youth; the host family will need to meet these
accommodations. DCFS will determine if it is appropriate for the child to continue in the program, and
whether the child should pursue a new host. DCFS will work with the child and the child’s current

consultation with Kidsave staff.

Terry Baugh, President/Co-Founder of Kidsave International
4622 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Suite 202
Washington, DC 20016
terry@kidsave.org or (202) 280-6327

SUPPORT GROUPS

Other Contact Information

placement to achieve a smooth transition. A closure visit will be required. If a host family wants to
continue participating in the Weekend Miracles program, an assessment will be conducted by DCFS in

Kidsave may schedule support group sessions for the children and host families to discuss and explore
their experiences and thoughts about the hosting program. The objective of the group session is to
provide support for the children and host families who are preparing for and going through the Kidsave
Weekend Miracles program. It is an open group, and hosts are strongly encouraged to attend any

Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) After Hours: (800) 540-4000
Department of Mental Health (DMH) Emergency Hotline Access Center: (800) 854-7771

scheduled sessions. They will discuss feelings and experiences regarding recruitment and the weekend
visit program.

Your Kidsave Weekend Miracles Team
Program Management
Lauren Reicher-Gordon, Vice President/Director, Weekend Miracles Program
Kidsave
100 Corporate Pointe Suite 380
21
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In the event a person or persons participating in a Kidsave program has a grievance regarding a decision,
the program, a staff member, volunteer or participant, the following procedure shall be followed:

Museums

Grievance Procedure

Ideas for Activities with Your Youth

1.   The client will request a conference with the Director of the Family Visit Programs,
Lauren Reicher-Gordon. A conference shall be held with the client within two weeks
of the request and those involved in the grievance may or may not be present.
2.   A written notice of action will be completed within two weeks of the meeting and
sent to the client.
3.   If the client does not accept the decision, the client will request a conference with the
Executive Director, Randi Thompson, in writing. The request is to include a
description of the decision or action being disputed and why the client disagrees with
it. The Executive Director will consult with the client within two weeks of receiving
the request and may consult with appropriate professionals, if necessary.

Free Museums (or free days)
http://freemuseumday.org/la.html
https://www.getty.edu/visit/la_museum_free_days.pdf

Places To Go

4.   A written decision will be completed within two weeks of the meeting and sent to the
client. Information shall be included regarding how to take the next step, if one is
indicated.

Griffith Observatory – Admission to the building and grounds of Griffith Observatory is free of

5.   If the client does not accept the decision, the client will request a subcommittee
meeting of the Board of Trustees of Kidsave International to review all
documentation to date in writing and include the necessary information. The
subcommittee will complete its review of the client’s request, agency record, and
consult with those of its choosing. The subcommittee may or may not decide to hold a
meeting with the client.

admission. There is a small parking lot next to the Observatory, with additional parking is along the

charge. Planetarium shows at the Observatory are generally from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. and cost a fee for
steep road leading up to the observatory. Parking is free of charge. On weekends, there is also a public
bus that leaves from the Vermont/Sunset Metro station. [13] The observatory is closed on Mondays.
http://www.griffithobs.org/

6.   A written decision shall be reached within 30 days from the date the written request
was received by the Board and sent to the client. All decisions made by the
subcommittee will be final.

Los Angeles Zoo – Exhibits and attractions include Botanical Gardens, Chimpanzees of Mahale

7.   The Executive Director shall review all grievances according to agency policy and
will ensure that there is not retaliation against the person who files a grievance.

http://lazoo.org/visit/

Mountains, Campo Gorilla Reserve, Elephants of Asia, The LAIR, and Red Ape Rain Forest.

Santa Monica Beach/Pier – There’s so much to do at the Santa Monica Beach and Pier: swimming,
surfing, bike rentals, Santa Monica pier aquarium, carousal, and Pacific Park which features games,
arcades, and rides such as the Ferris wheel and roller coaster. http://santamonicapier.org/fun/
Redondo Beach – The Redondo Pier Association is committed to providing FREE community events
throughout the year including! Through the month of June, there will be free movies on the boardwalk
along the pier.

In July & August, free music concerts will be featured on the pier!

http://www.redondopier.com/events/
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Downtown LA ArtWalk – The free, self-guided, public art phenomenon known as The Downtown Art
Walk brings together art lovers and community friends to the ever evolving downtown Los Angeles.
With exciting and unique offerings around every corner, downtown celebrates the arts each and every
month on the 2nd Thursday. Please refer to your calendar for specific dates. Hours vary by gallery, but
can typically range from Noon – 10PM.
http://www.downtownartwalk.org/about

Reading and Resource List
Please take time to review the Reading and Resource List. As you educate yourself, you will develop
realistic expectations and be better prepared for your experience. Knowing what to expect and how to
address it will help you help your host child have a fun, safe and exciting visit.
GENERAL ADOPTION TOPICS

Born To Act Players: Junior Class – The Born to Act Players is a unique performing theater company
for actors with and without disabilities. Their junior class is for ages 5-17, and meets Thursdays at the
Down Syndrome Associates of Los Angeles offices. Cast members are taught theater vocabulary, body
awareness, being focused in the moment, and improvisational skills, and perform full plays, one acts,
and monologues. Musical training includes vocal exercises, singing and dancing, both choreographed

1.  

Adopting the Hurt Child: Hope for Families With Special-Needs Kids: A Guide for Parents and
Professionals by Regina M. Kupecky

2.  

Parenting the Hurt Child : Helping Adoptive Families Heal and Grow by Gregory Keck, Regina M.
Kupecky

3.   Telling the Truth to Your Adopted or Foster Child: Making Sense of the Past by Betsy Keefer
(Author), Jayne E. Schooler (Author), Betsy E. Keefer, Jayne Schooler
4.  

Parenting Teens With Love & Logic: Preparing Adolescents for Responsible Adulthood by Foster
W. Cline, Jim Fay

5.  

Parenting With Love and Logic : Teaching Children Responsibility by Foster W. Cline, Jim Fay

and interpretive. Fee is $15 per session.
http://www.dsala.org/events/calendar.html

6.   Helping Children Cope with Separation and Loss by Claudia L. Jewett
7.   A Child's Journey Through Placement by Vera, MD Fahlberg
Hiking Trails in LA
http://www.discoverlosangeles.com/blog/hiking-los-angeles-las-best-trails

8.   Raising Adopted Children, Revised Edition: Practical Reassuring Advice for Every Adoptive Parent
by Lois Ruskai Melina
BOOKS ON OLDER CHILD ADOPTION

Calendars for Events in Los Angeles

1.   Parenting with Love and Logic by Cline, Foster W. & Fay, J

http://redtri.com/events/los-angeles/

2.   Can this Child be Saved? by Cline, Foster W. & Fay, J.

http://www.laparent.com/event/

3.   A Child’s Journey Through Placement by Fahlberg, Vera
4.   Facilitating Developmental Attachment by Hughes, Daniel

Activities At Home
Hanging out at home can be just as special as spending time doing an activity. Cooking together,
playing games and puzzles, etc. can be great for relationship building.

5.   Building the Bonds of Attachment by Hughes, Daniel;
6.   Adopting the Older Child by Jewett, Claudia
7.   Helping Children Cope with Separation and Loss by Jewett, Claudia
8.   Adopting the Hurt Child by Keck, Gregory and Kupecky, Regina
9.   Parenting the Hurt Child by Keck, Gregory and Kupecky, Regina
10.  The Out of Sync Child: Recognizing and Coping with Sensory Integration Dysfunction by
Kranowitz, C and Silver, L.B
11.  “When A Stranger Calls You Mom:” A Child Development and Relationship Perspective on Why
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Abused and Neglected Children Think, Feel and Act the Way They Do by Leslie, Katharine

12.  Our Own: Adopting and Parenting the Older Child by Maskew, Trish
13.  1-2-3 Magic: Effective Discipline for Children 2-12 by Phelan,T.W
14.  Children Who Shock and Surprise by Randolph, E.
15.  Older Child Adoption by Robinson, Grace
16.  Love is a Start: The Real Challenges of Raising Children with Emotional Disorders by Shilts, D.
17.  When Love is Not Enough: A Guide to Parenting Children with Reactive Attachment Disorder
(RAD) by Thomas, Nancy
18.  And Then You Get Home With Your Older Child by Ward, S.M.
TALKING TO YOUR CHILD ABOUT ADOPTION
1.   How it Feels to be Adopted by Krementz, Jill
2.   WHY WAS I ADOPTED? by Livingston, Carole.
3.   Making Sense of Adoption by Melina, Lois
ADOPTION MAGAZINES
1.   Adoptive Families Magazine, To order: 1-800-372-3300
2.   Adoption Today, To order: 1-888-924-6736
3.   Exceptional Parent, To order: 1-877-372-7368
4.   Healthy Kids, Website: www.healthykids.com
5.   Roots & Wings: Adoption Magazine, To order on-line: www.adopting.org/rw.html

WEBSITE RESOURCES
www.sensorycomfort.com
http://home.att.net/~PracticalAttachment
www.attachmentcenter.org
www.ATTAch.org Resource for locating attachment resources and therapists
www.olderchildadoption.com
www.adoptionshop.com A wealth of adoption related information, literature and products.
www.comeunity.com Website on special needs adoption.
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